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"implemented as a weaker Binary Tree than a BST"
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A -> D -> E -> C
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weighted graph

A -> B -> D -> E -> G -> F

A -> B -> D -> G

Depth First

Breadth First
Count # nodes in a BST

Private:

int count_all (node * root)
{
    if (!root)
        return 0;

    return 1 + count_all(root->left) +
           count_all(root->right);
}

Public:

int count_all()
{
    return count_all(root);
}
Display the contents of a 2-3 tree

```
void displayAll (node * root)
{
    if (root)
    {
        displayAll (root->left);
        if (root->data1)
        {
            output (root->data1);
        }
        if (root->data2)
        {
            output (root->data2);
        }
        displayAll (root->right);
    }
}
```
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I - Internal
C - Child